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Shackleton’s ship ‘Endurance’ trapped in the Antarctic ice.-
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Chairman’s Chat:
With the Tuesday volunteers down to three of us, Richard Barber, Mike Ridley, and me as Roger Wilson is
on sick leave, after a hip replacement operation which didn’t go as planned – from all the volunteers to
Roger - wishing you well and looking forward to your return when you he are ready. Our Bosun, Jeff had a
day with us, and did we get some work done. We have only had a limited time when we were able to get to
Polly.
Mike is still working on the restoration of the scrim-work on the fo’c’sle step rails..
I have commenced cleaning and oiling the woodwork on the Poop-deck, with the ambition of completing the
Poop to how it was.
Richard is dividing his assistance between Mike and me.
Unfortunately Polly is still very lonely and looking very woebegone, but is slowly improving
Jaquie Watts had organised a meeting with the Nat Trust and members of the MMHV (Melbourne Maritime
Heritage Assoc. of Victoria), of which we are members, to discuss Polly Woodside and her future.
However, unfortunately the meeting has been postponed and to be rescheduled at a later date.

We have started
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Article from Smithsonian Magazine March 11 2022.

Wreck of Shackleton’s ‘Endurance’ Discovered in Icy Antarctic Depths
Daily Correspondent Nora McGreevy

Researchers captured stunning photographs of the century-old wreck, still intact almost two miles beneath the waters of the
Weddell Sea

Researchers discovered the wreck of Ernest Shackleton's Endurance, the team announced this
week. The ship was last seen by Shackleton's crew in 1915 before it slipped under the icy
surface. Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust and National Geographic
A team of researchers has discovered the wreck of Ernest Shackleton’s Endurance vessel on the
Antarctic sea floor. Carried out by the Endurance22 Expedition and announced this week by the
Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust, the exciting discovery puts an end to a century-old maritime
mystery.
Scientists used submersibles to capture images and video of the shipwreck, which is protected as
a historic site and will remain undisturbed, Henry Fountain reports for the New York Times. It rests
9,842 feet below the surface of the Weddell Sea, a pocket of the Southern Ocean east of the
Antarctic Peninsula, reports Lilit Marcus for CNN.
“We have made polar history with the discovery of Endurance, and successfully completed the
world’s most challenging shipwreck search,” says expedition leader John Shears in his statement.
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Endurance immobilized in pack ice, as captured by crew photographer Frank Hurley in 1915
Photo by Frank Hurley / Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge / Getty Images

Endurance was last seen in 1915, when Irish-British explorer Shackleton (1874-1922) and his 27
men watched in dismay as the ship sank into the icy depths. The crew's mission, as members of
the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, was a daring plan to reach the South Pole by traveling
over the then-unmapped terrain of the East Antarctic.
Charismatic, reckless and obsessed with the South
Pole, Shackleton was a major figure in what came
to be known as the heroic age of Antarctic
exploration in the early 20th century, “which
included treks by Norwegian Roald Amundsen, who
in 1911 was the first to reach the pole, and by
Robert Falcon Scott, a Briton who died after
reaching it a month later,” per the Times.
Shackleton and his crew set off from South Georgia
island in 1914 despite warnings from whalers that
the ice conditions in Weddell Sea were some of the
“worst in memory,” per the American Natural
History Museum.
Disaster struck in 1915 when the ship became
trapped in the pack ice. For ten months, the
immobilized vessel floated along while crew
members camped on ice floes and waited for their
surroundings to thaw. But as spring arrived in
September, the pressure of the shifting ice began to
warp, crush and twist the ship’s wooden frame.
As spring arrived in the southern ocean, ice began to
crush Endurance and damage the ship beyond repair. Photo by
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Cambridge / Getty Images

By October, the ship had flooded beyond repair and all hopes of a return trip were lost, as Kieran
Mulvaney reports for History.com.
“She’s going, boys,” a crewmember reportedly cried in October as the hull was rent to pieces. “It’s
time to get off.” The ship eventually slipped beneath the surface on November 21,1915.
Shackleton’s subsequent voyage to rescue his crew went down in history as one of the greatest
examples of grit, leadership and luck in the annals of Antarctic expeditions. First, the crew
survived a harrowing five days at sea to land three lifeboats at Elephant Island, where they set up
a makeshift camp. Shackleton and five others then navigated a treacherous 800-mile journey on a
small whaling boat to reach help on South Georgia island.
That open-sea journey, navigated by Capt. Frank Worsley, is considered “one of the epic small
boat voyages ever undertaken across some of the steepest, harshest seas in the world,”
according to scholar Julian Dowdeswell. Thanks to Shackleton’s efforts and those of his crew, all
28 men survived and were rescued in 1917.

Researchers searched for the Endurance on a South African polar research vessel, the S.A. Agulhas II. Falklands
Maritime Heritage Trust / James Blake

Biographers and historians have chronicled the details of the Endurance saga for years. But the
precise location of the wreck of the Endurance itself remained a mystery—until now. With
contemporary technology at their disposal and captain Worsley’s notes in hand, Endurance22 set
out in February to discover the site of the Endurance wreck.
The team traveled aboard the S.A. Agulhas II, a South African icebreaker and polar research
vessel. The $10 million project was funded by an anonymous private individual, according to the
Times. Researchers used two submersible crafts to scan the Antarctic sea floor for signs of the
shipwreck. Esther Horvath
They searched for two weeks, using two submersible crafts to scan the sea floor in a 150-squaremile area. Researchers discovered the first signs of the shipwreck a few days ago, per the Times.
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The site where Endurance eventually sank turned out to be just four miles south of where Worsley,
the ship’s captain, had predicted it lay, per CNN.
Cold Antarctic temperatures have kept the 144-foot, three-masted wooden ship in stunning
condition, scientists report. Images reveal that the bold capital letters of the ship’s name are still
intact and visible above the stern.
“Without any exaggeration this is the finest wooden shipwreck I have ever seen—by far,” marine
archaeologist and expedition director Mensun Bound tells BBC News’ Jonathan Amos.
“It is upright, well proud of the seabed, intact, and in a brilliant state of preservation,” Bound adds.
“You can see a porthole that is Shackleton's cabin. At that moment, you really do feel the breath of
the great man upon the back of your neck.”

Researchers used two submersible crafts to gather footage of Endurance without touching or disturbing the
historic wreck. Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust / Esther Horvath

Experts flocked to Twitter to express congratulations and offer analyses. Marine biogeographer
Huw Griffiths posted a crowdsourced thread where he identified Antarctic deep-sea creatures
visible in the photos of the wreck, including “huge” Antarctic sea anemones and sea squirts.
Deep-sea polar biologist Michelle Taylor of Essex University tells BBC News that the creatures,
which include brittlestars and crinoids, are “all filter feeding from the cool deep waters of the
Weddell Sea.”
The wreck is remarkably well-preserved, researchers report. Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust
and National Geographic
Others described an ecstatic mood onboard when the team discovered the wreck. “I got goose
bumps,” wrote Stefanie Arndt, a sea ice physicist who participated in the expedition, on Twitter.
When the wreck was first spotted, she was at work with fellow researchers on the ice nearby
—“just where Shackleton’s men have been.”
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Sourced from ‘Historic Ships of Australia’ - 1982 - by Dacre Smyth

Iron-clad Monitor “Cerberus”.
The distinction of possessing the only remaining Iron-clad turret-ship in the world belongs to
Victoria but, unless a major effort is mounted for its restoration, it will soon be lost forever.
In the 1860’s the Colony of Victoria needed a new, and powerful, guard-ship to protect the sea
approaches to Melbourne lest the Russians or other threatening nations decided to raid the city.
Especially designed for the local conditions by the Admiralty’s Chief Contractor, E.J. Reed, Her
Majesty’s Victorian Ship “CERBERUS’ was laid down in 1867, launched in 1868, and completed in
September 1870.
She was 68.5 metres long, had a beam of 16 metres, displaced 3340 tons, drew4.7 metres and
had a speed of 9.75 knots. Her main armament was four 25 centimetres (ten inch) muzzleloading18 ton guns (two in each of her two turrets) and she had from 15 to 25 centimetres of
armour- plating protecting her hull, citadel and turrets.
She cost £125,000, of which £25,000 was met by the Victorian Government and the rest by the
Imperial Government.
Special features of “CERBERUS” included the fact that was:
(a) The first British warship with a specially low freeboard.
(b) The first warship to have breastwork protection.
(c) The first warship to have a central superstructure with fore and aft turrets.
(d) The first British warship in which sail power was completely dispensed with.
She had special compartments in her hull which could be filled with 500 tons of water to reduce
her freeboard, thus making her a smaller target. To this end a special horse-shoe shaped
(annulus) rock breakwater was built in Port Phillip, to enable “CERBERUS” to position herself in
its encircling arms, and then settle on the bottom with her for’d guns pointing out to sea. This
annulus can still be seen at the Pope’s Eye, off Queenscliffe.
Temporarily fitted with sails on three masts, and rigged as a barque, ‘CERBERUS” took a lengthy
123 days for her delivery voyage, arriving in Port Phillip to a great welcome on 9 th April, 1871.
She never left the bay again. From 1871 to 1911 she prowled Port Phillip or lay off Williamstown ;
the pride, and the flagship, of the Victorian Navy. Then she was used as a store and depot ship
until 1924, when she was sold for scrapping.
Fortunately (although the engines, boilers and light superstructure were removed) the hull was not
scrapped, but was towed to Black Rock on Port Phillip’s eastern shore, where it was sunk as a
breakwater in 1926, still with its armour-plating, turrets and original guns intact. The name
”CERBERUS” was perpetuated by being given to the new Naval Training Establishment at Hann’s
Inlet, Westernport.
In 1970 the “CERBERUS” Preservation Trust was formed, to examine the feasibility of raising and
restoring her. It was found that it was indeed possible to salvage her, but the unattainability of the
expected cost (of three quarters of a million dollars) led to the shelving of the project.
The Trust changed its name to the Maritime Trust of Australia in 1973,and contented itself for the
time being with restoring the corvette “CASTLEMAINE”. However, it still hopes that “CERBERUS”
may be preserved before it is too far gone; Perhaps as a major project in Victoria’s 150 th
anniversary celebrations in 1984.
(Editor’s Note): To me, it would appear that, in a port with so much maritime history, nothing has
(or is) being done to preserve such an unique ship with such original changes in design, a first in
the world. What hope for Polly??
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As the author Dacre Smyth wrote for his conclusion of this article:-

Pride of Victoria, star of her Navy,

Last iron-clad monitor left on the earth, (1870)

Now just a breakwater, (1926 to 1981)

Rusting and waiting;

Waiting and hoping to have a rebirth. (2022)
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